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 The huge development of internet technologies and the widespread of 
modern and advanced devices lead to an increase in the size and diversity of 
e-commerce system development. These developments lead to an increase in 
the number of people that navigate these sites asking for their services and 
products. Which leads to increased competition in this field. Moreover, the 
expansion in the size of currency traded makes transaction protection an 
essential issue in this field. Providing security for each online client 
especially for a huge number of clients at the same time, causing an overload 
on the system server. This problem may lead to server deadlock, especially 
at rush time, which reduce system performance. To solve security and 
performance problems, this research suggests a prototype design for agent 
software. This agent will play the role of broker between the clients and the 
electronic marketplace. This is done by providing security inside the client 
device and converting the client’s order into a special form which is called a 
record form to be sent to the commercial website. Experimental results 
showed that this method increase system performance in terms of page 
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The web has been moving towards a real economy and a modern business frontier since 1997. Many 
corporations have, therefore, changed to the online sector. However, since there are many rivals out there, not 
all e-commerce websites can succeed. Since e-commerce websites are all about attracting and retaining 
customers, ensuring that consumers have a positive experience during the entire process is crucial [1]. 
According to [2], within 2 months, 80 percent of highly satisfied consumers will come back to buy products 
again and 90 percent of them will recommend them to others. 87% of unsatisfied consumers, however, would 
never come back without any concerns, if they experience difficulties in achieving their goals, such as 
finding information and finding items they want to purchase, they may simply leave the website. Poor design 
of e-commerce websites would result in productivity and income losses, as observed by [3]. Hence, having a 
guideline for designing a good e-commerce website would be beneficial. 
The registration of all trade is another contribution of e-commerce to national and global economies. 
The informal economy, one of the big problems facing developing countries, has been removed and 
significant increases in tax revenues have been achieved [4], [5]. The e-commerce amount is reached $1 
trillion 700 billion in 2015, $2 trillion in 2016, and $2 trillion 500 billion in 2018, according to the findings 
of the global research firm, e-marketer [6]. In the world of commerce, these tremendous developments are 
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called the new economy. The economic effects of electronic trading contribute to an acceleration of the 
process of transformation from a conventional view of trade to a modern world economy [7], [8]. The global 
B2C e-commerce market size in 2019 was estimated at USD 3.35 trillion and is forecast to rise from 2020 to 
2027 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.9 percent. Due to rising digital dependence and the 
convenience of shopping on online platforms, the market is expected to witness high growth over the forecast 
period [9], [10] . 
This research aims to satisfy clients to ensure their return. This is done by increasing system 
performance. This research shows two issues that may reduce system performance security and deadlock. 
These problems can be solved by using an agent system to provide security for clients and prevent the 
problem of deadlock without affecting the speed of the e-commerce website. 
 
 
2. GENERAL E-COMMERCE DESCRIPTION 
E-commerce represents not only the ability to purchase and sell goods and services via a digital 
medium such as the internet but also the ability to automate the entire sales, purchase, and payment process 
also provide a simple recommendation system for customers to facilitate for the client to find the required 
products. The proposed system aims to automate all the processes and transactions among three parties' 
clients, e-commerce websites, and e-bank websites [4], [10]. The foreground and background functions are 





Figure 1. Foreground functions of the system [4]  
 
 
2.1.  E-commerce system design classifications 
E-commerce system design in its development has passed through several stages affected by client’s 
requirements, internet development, and technology development (software and hardware), therefore, and 
according to the design of the related works presented previously e-commerce systems can be classified into 
the following types: 
− The simplest design consists of two entities the e-shop and clients in which clients shopping and making 
orders using phones or message and the pay at product delivery time. Anybody can buy from such an  
e-shop system so there is no way to authenticate client identity because there is no database for client’s 
information, there is the only database for products. In this type of system, there is no financial assurance 
for e-shop because the client can refuse to receive the product or even deny the order which means 
returning the goods to the e-market, which causes financial losses to the e-market [11]. These types can 
be represented as in the Figure 3. There is not any type of security in this type anybody can spoofing or 
intruding the connection regardless of its type. 
− The second type consists database for clients so that the e-shop allow only authentic clients to buy from 
the system and there will be the ability to retrieve client information in case of any problems also this type 
of e-shop provides different payment options credit cards, visa card, or any other available means 
according to the country. In this type there will be financial assurance for the e-commerce system but not 
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for the client because in some cases after paying by the clients the products may not deliver for the client 
for many reasons so the clients may not be able to recover his money [12]. This type of system can be 
represented as in the following Figure 4. 
In the previous designs, the bank has no serious rule so this paper suggests a new design that takes 
into consideration the e-bank design and its rule in the communications among all entities so now the system 
has three entities as following [13], [14]: i) e-commerce system, ii) e-bank system, and iii) client. So here 
there will be a connection between the e-bank and the e-commerce and communication between e-bank and 
client to confirm the financial transaction and provide financial assurance for all parties system design 
represented in the following Figure 5. 
All the previous designs focus on the following things. The method of products display: i) Profits 
and ii) Reducing losses due to damage to goods during transportation, or the customer's refusal to receive the 
goods, or even his refusal to pay. So, the proposed system tries to solve some gaps that the previous designs 










Figure 3. Simplest e-commerce system design 
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Figure 5. Most common e-commerce system design 
 
 
3. RELATED WORKS 
Due to the importance of the e-commerce system, several papers presented different designs using 
different tools to improve performance and solve some weaknesses. Fadiya et al. [15] proposed a paper to 
create an e-commerce shop, providing the consumer with an e-commerce platform that is used to locate the 
store and its locations online as part of a cloud domain. ASP.NET is used as the technology to actualize this 
as a web application. VB.NET was the language used to build this application. To communicate with the 
database, ASP.NET utilizes ADO.NET. The back-end database used was MSSQL. A password has been 
added to the database so that only the administrator who knows the password can access it. As the customer 
login page can only be limited to its facilities, a different measure of access level is required, but the 
administrator would have overall access to the database. Performance is calculated by the time of any 
function, varying from 2 to 5 seconds depending on the function. 
Sharminakter [16] demonstrated different trade and trade restrictions in general and e-commerce in 
particular. It established a virtual marketplace with new partnerships between firms and customers. There are 
a variety of critical elements of the e-commerce system, a database (MySQL), a website for e-commerce 
(developed by PHP), a security system (secure socket layer) and a payment portal (non-bank payment service 
was introduced to electronic commerce: PayPal). The paper aimed to create an e-commerce portal that allows 
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products buyer’s a single one-stop marketplace or home to purchase their products. Wei and Zhang [17] 
indicated that one secret client mode after WEB creation is the B/S configuration (Browser/Server). To 
incorporate the central component of device feature realization with the server, this form of network structure 
mode unifies the WEB browser as the client-side. In the B/S paradigm, the client only requires one browser 
and the browser communicates with database data via the web server. The system implements the online 
shopping system network through the model, display, and controller (MVC) architecture. Customers can 
recognize at any moment the related product data, and they can provide bulk commodity data. Technologies 
used in system development, including the architecture of Java and JSP and spring.  
Malgwi and Mathias [18] suggested a framework to create a forum and put together sellers and 
customers to connect and do business. The idea was made to build a technology that would include the most 
appropriate and quickest way to establish an online exchange, known as e-commerce. A framework built 
utilizing UML software and then added to the localhost server (XAMPP).at using PHP, jQuery, MYSQL, 
CSS, and HTML5 whenever individuals will create a bid for products. Three-tier structural architecture, 
namely the client tier, the application server tier, and the database tier, is the approach used in evaluating and 
designing computing tools. Alsultani et al. [19] proposed a specification of an online customer/server 
architecture e-commerce web application that trades variant goods to consumers, with payment choices either 
on arrival or instantly. They aim to use HTML, JSP, and qualitative analysis in the context of an exploratory 
case study to design e-commerce implementation. The role is selected by the web browser. The technologies 
introduced include Adobe Dreamweaver, relational databases, and several programming languages such as 
HTML, CSS, Java, JavaScript, and PHP, and credit card is the payment form implemented. 
The paper presented by Yunus and Masum [20] traverses all the necessities to build a proper  
e-commerce framework with accessible and free tools and technologies for development. The paper focused 
mainly on the design and implementation of a B2C e-commerce system to enforce the growth of local 
businesses nationally and internationally, this paper showed context analysis of an e-commerce system that 
involved stakeholders, their needs, feasibility study of the rapid development of the e-commerce system and, 
most significantly, the overall interaction between consumers and customers. The development tool here is 
content management system (CMS), which is used for the rapid development of the Django architecture-
based e-commerce system. For security purposes, a verification code will be sent to the customer's mobile 
number after registration to confirm that the user is not fraudulent, separate admin and consumer website 
were only approved IP's can connect to the admin server that prevents any form of intrusion on that server.  
 
 
4. EVALUATING CRITERIA 
According to software engineering rules, each software system should be evaluated depending on 
certain features. For an e-commerce system, these features involve the following: 
 
4.1.  Usability testing 
 This is where a website is measured in terms of how convenient it is to access a single piece of data. 
It is also possible to use usability tests to assess whether a new feature on a website is easy to understand and 
effective to use. Companies also aim to restrict a set number such as three to the number of clicks needed to 
reach a certain piece of information. To determine, for example, if more than three clicks are needed to 
access a product or service, a group of test users is then asked to navigate through the web [21], [22]. 
 
4.2.  Security 
Network protection and transaction security are the two most important architecture problems 
surrounding security in e-commerce applications [23]: 
− Network security: Data travels across numerous media that are not controlled by the management of the 
e-commerce platform. This condition raises some of the safety and security problems of the application of 
e-commerce. Designers must make sure that data can pass securely, despite this handicap, with a minimal 
chance of being interrupted [24]. It is essential to identify data when it is required and make it accessible 
when it is not essential. For instance, it may not be important to secure the transmission of shopping cart 
information while shopping. On the other side, as far as possible, all transactions holding clients' data or 
payment data should be safe [25] 
− Transaction security: The SSL protocol's key concern is to make sure that what is sent is what has been 
submitted. Also, there is no confirmation that the client or organization is who it claims to be. Which is 
alluded to as the authentication problem [26], [27]. In addition, in an e-commerce agreement, one of the 
parties may dispute being an actor. This is the issue of non-reputation. To deter any unauthorized party 
from accessing this content, the organization in charge of the e-commerce platform should take 
reasonable measures. This is the dilemma with secrecy [28]. To guarantee the performance of the 
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organization operating the e-commerce application, all these concerns should be resolved by the designers 
(authentication, non-repudiation, and confidentiality). The solutions for these problems include the use of 
modern cryptographic methods [29]. However, the challenge is that many designers of e-commerce 
software neglect or refuse to adequately treat these primary non-functional criteria because of their lack of 
expertise in designing the reliability characteristics of the e-commerce program [25], [30] 
 
4.3.  Tools and languages  
One of the early decisions of high-level programming is that programmers need to determine which 
languages/tools can be employed to create their apps. Applications for e-commerce typically include an 
extensive variety of programming languages or instruments. Some of the most common are Perl, Java, 
ASP.NET, JavaScript, PHP, and HTML. The preference of one language over another is complicated since 
potential developments have to be expected by the designer. Moreover, modern languages are increasingly 
evolving, and no one can easily guess their survival, success, and adoption. In comparison, certain modern 
languages, such as ASP.NET/VB.NET, are related to a certain operating system (Windows operating system) 
and do not operate on other systems [31]. 
 
4.5.  Database 
By design, e-commerce apps are network-intensive, complex, distributed and client-server  apps 
[32]. For storage records, relational databases are almost uniformly used. The most popular DBMS are 
RDBMS, such as IBM DB2, Sybase, Microsoft structured query language (SQL), or MySQL. Data 
manipulation is achieved with SQL [33]. In some common e-commerce systems, the non-relational DB 
paradigm, like NoSQL, is increasingly acquiring popularity as the underlying data storage framework. Help 
for interoperability between software and sources of data is a huge challenge this is because a particular 
interface and value proposition comes with each application/data source. Any workarounds for NoSQL 
functionality have arisen to operate like the traditional SQL-based relational database [34], [35]. 
 
4.6.  Interface design issues and navigation 
For user interface programmers, the user interface is not Web applications and the navigation 
between windows or forms is not a big problem since there are well-known architecture patterns [36] and can 
be used as guides to create applications effectively. Web apps, particularly e-commerce apps, have no too 
much previous skill to draw on [37]-[39]. Several surveys [40], [41] A reflection of patterns before 2000 is 
presented here. Since then, certain innovations have vanished and other new ones have arisen, leaving 
missing or obsolete portions of their studies. Several new observational research, however, [42]-[46]. 
Comply with their assumptions. For the navigation and the user interface design, a range of simple principles 
(page- load, navigation performance, business content, protection, and marketing/clients focusing) specific to 
the application of e-commerce are important. Web pages with a fair speed of page-loading must be open to 
consumers around the world. E-commerce retailers aim to provide their clients with more important, more 
customized, and more persuasive shopping experiences. For example, consumers want relevant, certain, and 
customized results of search generated in milliseconds, irrespective of the geographical position or computer 
[42]. Reaction times can be shortened by a factor of around 2 to 5 seconds by using appropriate types and 
strategies for the design and content of pages. The computer servers may dramatically increase the speed of 
page distribution by utilizing advanced content delivery networks or local bandwidth increasing [47]. 
 
 
5. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
This research aims to build a prototype model that represents the e-commerce environment 
involving the three main entities (client, marketplace, and e-bank). The Important issue in the e-commerce 
system is protecting transactions with clients to prevent information stolen, altering or faking. Protecting each 
online client will cause overload on the system server especially when a huge number of clients navigating 
the website at the same time. This problem can be solved by generating and customizing agents for each 
client’s device. The agent will reduce the load over the server by  taking over the responsibilities of the 
transaction. The transaction involves, generating a form record for each order, encrypting information, and 
sending the order to the website. These orders will be saved into the D.B. cloud to prevent losing them in 
rush time. Also, the agent provides authorization to identify the client’s identity because each agent has a 
unique identifier to distinguish between them. For each client, there will be a record containing user 
information, agent id one of this information. Each record containing client’s order will be encrypted using 
an encryption algorithm and encryption key, agent id will be appended to the beginning of each packet that is 
sent to the e-commerce website. The agent Id at the website will be used to retrieve the customer encryption 
key which is stored with client information at the website database. On the other hand, the e-bank will 
customize an agent for each client to manage financial affairs and protecting payment information.  
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This prototype model provides protection for the three entities of the e-commerce environment and 
reduces overload on the system server, increases system performance, and protects transactions. Furthermore, 
all the identities of the clients will be verified utilizing agent Id. Figure 6 represents system dataflow 
diagram, it contains the following items: 
− Order: it is a record form that is generated by the agent. It contains the following information that 
represents the client’s purchase details: client-ID, agent-ID, product-ID, quantity, address, date, and time. 
− Bills: consist list of order details, payment amount, and payment method to be checked by the client to 
add or delete items and select payment method. 
− Confirm: when the client choosing a payment method it represents ad confirmation to complete the 
purchase process 
− Asking for payment: sending bills containing client id according to a payment method to the e-bank. 
− Notification: is sent to the client containing the payment amount to whom to pay. 





Figure 6. Data flow diagram between the main entities of the e-commerce system environment 
 
 
The proposed system aims to build an integrated system for the electronic market, the electronic 
bank, and the customer takes the three parties to the commercial process into consideration and treats the 
system as a case study to investigate and show the gaps that represent weaknesses of the system and reach 
solutions for them and from these gaps: 
− Security, as the messages are open and any intruder can see their content, and some messages include 
payment and account information, so it is more important than others as tampering with them causes 
financial loss-so adequate protection for this type of information must be provided by an agent who 
manages. The messaging process and supervises the process of receiving and sending data and protecting 
it using one of the types of encryption. 
− How to save business process information. There is no doubt that there are many types of databases, but it 
is possible to take advantage of the cloud services to save data, especially since the cloud has additional 
security features, and one of these examples is noSql, which allows storing data in a different format  
(no commitment required a unified pattern for the type and method of storing data for example, Google 
databases (Firebase), as it provides a free service using Spark's plan for a certain volume of transactions, 
as it provides the advantage of saving data on the cloud, and thus the data is secure in the event that data-
saving devices are exposed to an accident or destruction, as it provides security options as desired, 
whether by specifying the email, password, or phone, and other options to determine who are authorized 
to enter and view the stored information, as firebase was used to save information about customers and 
transactions information by proposing a simple design for the bank's website to log in or create a registry 
and thus allow customers by creating an account and depositing money for the purpose of making 
purchases via the internet. 
− Speed in transactions among the three entities. 
− Provide recommendations for the clients to facilitate finding the required products.  
According to [21], [25] the security aspect is a very important consideration and after analyzing the 
related works mentioned previously and the proposed system it appears that these systems are weak from the 
security point of view and especially the clients because he does not has enough knowledge about security 
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nor ability to provide it, therefore, a new design is suggested that provide security and increase efficiency for 
the e-commerce system by depending on an agent in the middle to manage communications among the three 
entities of the e-commerce system and using coding that reduce efforts and time of communications so the 





Figure 7. Proposed system design 
 
 
5.1.  Proposed transaction scenario 
The communication between the three entities (client, e-commerce website, and e-bank) consists of 
several steps as described in the algorithm 1: 
 
Algorithm 1: Transaction processing  
Input: user order 
Output: payment bill  
Start  
Step 1: User sign in to buy   
Step 2: Add products to the cart  
Step 3: E-shop ask for order confirmation  
Step 4: Provide clients with the bill to pay (provided by customer information) 
Step 5: The customer agrees to the order and provides the web with his/her information to pay  
Step 6: The e-shop contacts the e-bank for payment  
Step 7: The e-bank informs the customer about the payment 




6. SYSTEM EVALUATION 
System evaluation is an important part of system validation because time and system resources are 
important features. Page loading time, system concurrency, and transaction processing speed are for system 
testing. Page loading time plays an important role in attracting clients, so reducing loading time attracts more 
client’s experimental results shown in Figure 8 shown the improvements in the proposed system. 
In the early testing phase, system load capacity is not well before optimization, and the number of 
system current connections is small this is solved by converting HTML to the static of Website, Figure 9 
shows the system concurrency. Increasing transaction speed is another important feature in increasing 
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performance because it means that increasing number of transactions will be processed fast which makes 
















Figure 10. Transaction processing speed 
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The proposed system is compared with other systems according to several evaluation criteria 
mentioned previously Table 1 shown this comparison. 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison between proposed system and other systems 
Criteria Proposed system Other systems 
Usability It is reflected by navigations speed experiments showed a high 
speed in navigations between website pages 
Different from system to another depending 
on system structure 
Technologies Used technology (python, flask, JS, Sqlite, NoSQL) made the 
system compatible with different operating systems 
Some are compatible and some are not due to 
used technologies 
Security Is provided by the language and the agent provide additional 
security and facilitate the work on clients also provide a way to 
verify the client identity 
Not specified except paper number (6) in 
related works 
Database In electronic bank sing, the NoSql database makes it easy to 
handle a huge number of transactions with different details daily 
and safely due to different authentication options provided by 
firebase used by the bank 
Bank site is not considered 
Agent Automate the transaction among the 3 entities and facilitate the 
work for clients who had no background in dealing with 
computers because the agent saves time and necessary information 




8. CONCLUSION  
Security is an important issue in the e-commerce system. Providing security for each online 
customer (especially for a huge number) at the same time may cause system deadlock, which reduces system 
performance. Using an agent to manage the purchase and provide security for each client on his device 
increases system performance. This is proved in experimental results by reducing the page loading time, 
transaction processing, and utilizing system resources. Agent solved the problem and increase performance 
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